Yule Season, Saturn/Jupiter Conjunction, And Happy Holiday Wishes!
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First of all, happy Yule Season to everyone, our members and new seekers in the
Gods.
Yule season has always been a Pagan Celebration. Having read our Joy of Satan
website, you will see, that the Gods of our Ancestors had this celebration stolen
by the jewish, soon to be gone, imposters. All the celebrations of our own, are
based on nature, celestial events, and the beautiful universe we live in.
December 23rd is the most High and Spiritual date of the Gods, celebrating Satan
Himself, and is also the crucial time of the Astrological Equinox, the longest night
of the year. It is the day after which, the darkest night, gives in for the start of
brighter and happier days.
As will the nights of the enemy give in slowly and decidedly over our world, and
gradually, the Truth of Satan will prevail and spread itself on the Earth, so it is
wished upon all that their dark times give in to brighter, and more positive and
happy times.
Satanists do celebrate Yule, as it is originally our own celebration. You can make a
cake with your family, bake your cookies, decorate your home, and exchange your
gifts, and wish the best wishes to the people that you love. If you have xians in
your family, you can ignore the imposter lie of the jews, and focus on the positive
of the Yule. Yule is about humankind, positive hope for the future, and caring
about people that we love. Do not let the lies of the enemy dissuade you.
Is the so called "Xmas Tree" Satanic? By all means, yes. This originates in Northern
Europe, and is a fully Pagan tenet to decorate a Tree. Satan is also a known
anagram for Santa.
You can read more about this here:
https://www.joyofsatan.org/www.angelfir ... IDAYS.html
Although the Solstice begins on the 21st-22nd of December, the 23rd is a very

special Personal Day for Father. The Sun enters the sign of the Goat which
represents Satan. The Night of December 22nd- the eve of December 23rd is the
Highest Satanic Holy Night of the year. (This was dictated from him personally). It
is the day after the longest night of the year. Again we look forward to beginnings,
as the days will begin to get longer as the year goes on. This is a time for intense
celebration and devotion to Lord Satan. Indulgence, decorating the home, family
celebrations and get-togethers. The Night of Dec. 22nd should be spent in
dedication to Satan. This is an excellent time to focus on planning for the year. If
one wishes to make personal resolutions this is a good time to do so.
At the high point of a ritual, personal resolutions can be written on paper and
burned. Father Satan is always there to help us in having the strength to carry
through with our intentions. After the rite, intense celebrating should take place.
The Yule holidays for Satanists are times of indulgence and taking pleasure in the
physical and material aspects of life. Actually, Xmas trees and wreaths are Pagan
in origin, so there is no reason not to celebrate this holiday with our families with
gift giving, baking, and decorating. This is what the TRUE Yule season is about, not
that filthy worthless Nazarene.
Now, in regards to the Conjunction between Saturn and Jupiter, it is one of the
brutal, "Middle Ages" aspects that are occurring currently astrologically. This
aspect is merciless, and can be terrifying and rather upsetting for the future of the
world in the global scale. We know the details of this, what the enemy plans, and
what we are doing to avert this personally and generally.
The world is now drastically changing and these changes will terrify many. In
normal astrology, Saturn/Jupiter is a transit where either one observes all their
luck run out [in this case, jews and freeloaders] or when one's foundations are
tested and goals can come, after effort, into fruition. Agendas of control are
coming to an end, and through the storm of destruction and chaos, more positive
dreams and loftier purposes about humanity will arise.
The Middle Ages were the worst time humanity has experienced. Science died,
darkness befell mankind, pain and misery and poverty became rampant. As we
can see, the enemy is setting the ground for more of the same, and in the first

opportunity, they tried to make profit of a dubious situation which they called a
pandemic, to pull this through. Yet, now humanity is more prepared with
information, knowledge, and more able in most ways to respond to this.
Reactions will be different this time around.
Another symbolism of this aspect, is the fall of the trust of people in what is the
rule and the government. Just check out what is going on in the United States.
The US used to be a heaven for freedom, individuality, ownership, human rights.
People could go "large" in the United States. Now, all of this has been eroded by
the enemy, and people are questioning their reality. Saturn and Jupiter are
antithetical forces, and the clash of these is becoming socially apparent.
Kings and their "Kingdoms" will be replaced, and subtly, this aspect will facilitate
potential fall of governments, and a struggle between forces of enslavement and
expansion. Decades will go into this, but it will occur. As we can observe,
hundreds and decades old plots are thrown in the open now, and they are being
crashed in front of all human beings, and those behind them lose all faith by the
so called "people" whom they seeded to enslave.
As we progress closer towards 2021-2024 and 2030, those who meditate and who
advance spiritually, will be at an extreme advantage compared to those who do
not.
Everyone is called to stay strong now, and stay put. Have longterm goals and stay
strong. Put your feet strongly in your ground, and know that the Gods and your
meditations will pull you through, always through our actions and activity. Faith in
ourselves is mandatory now. Everyone is experiencing this from another angle,
but we are all in this together. There will be Rituals to help everyone for the next
year. So long we are here, there will be nobody abandoned unless they abandon
themselves or refuse to apply what is positive.
Aside anything, I wish everyone, despite of anything, positivity and a good and
safe venture through this time. Happy Yule, and may Satan and our beloved Gods
bless us all.
HAIL SATAN!!!

